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…outperforms all previous openly released models on the Vicuna benchmark, 
reaching 99.3% of the performance level of ChatGPT while only requiring 24 hours 
of finetuning on a single GPU. QLoRA introduces a number of innovations to save 
memory without sacrificing performance: (a) 4-bit NormalFloat (NF4), a new data 
type that is information theoretically optimal for normally distributed weights (b) 
double quantization to reduce the average memory footprint by quantizing the 
quantization constants, and (c) paged optimizers to manage memory spikes. 
We use QLoRA to finetune more than 1,000 models, providing a detailed analysis 
of instruction following and chatbot performance across 8 instruction datasets, 
multiple model types (LLaMA, T5), and model scales that would be infeasible to 
run with regular finetuning (e.g. 33B and 65B parameter models). Our results show 
that QLoRA finetuning on a small high-quality dataset leads to state-of-the-art 
results, even when using smaller models than the previous SoTA…
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run with regular finetuning (e.g. 33B and 65B parameter models). Our results show 
that QLoRA finetuning on a small high-quality dataset leads to state-of-the-art 
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Figure 1: Paper abstracts are static author-generated summaries that cannot address the personalized information needs of

every scholar. In this work, we present Qlarify, an intelligent augmented reading interface that leverages large language

models to support scholars expanding abstracts on-demand with just a few clicks, using information retrieved from full papers.

ABSTRACT

As scientific literature has grown exponentially, researchers often

rely on paper triaging strategies such as browsing abstracts be-

fore deciding to delve into a paper’s full text. However, when an

abstract is insufficient, researchers are required to navigate an in-

formational chasm between 150-word abstracts and 10,000-word

papers. To bridge that gap, we introduce the idea of recursively
expandable summaries and present Qlarify, an interactive system

that allows scholars to recursively expand an abstract by progres-

sively incorporating additional information from a paper’s full text.

Starting from an abstract, users can brush over summary text to

specify targeted information needs or select AI-suggested entities

in the text. Responses are then generated on-demand by an LLM

and appear in the form of a fluid, threaded expansion of the existing

text. Each generated summary can be efficiently verified through

attribution to a relevant source-passage in the paper. Through an

interview study (n=9) and a field deployment (n=275) at a research

conference, we use Qlarify as a technology probe to elaborate

upon the expandable summaries design space, highlight how schol-

ars benefit fromQlarify’s expandable abstracts, and identify future

opportunities to support low-effort and just-in-time exploration of
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scientific documents — and other information spaces — through

LLM-powered interactions.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and

tools.

KEYWORDS

interactive documents, expandable summaries, scientific papers,

mixed-initiative systems

1 INTRODUCTION

Keeping current with the literature is an important part of many

scholarly workflows. Literature review helps scholars survey what

has already been done, identify open challenges, and find inspira-

tion [36]. Unfortunately, the process of reviewing the literature has

grown ever more challenging due to the exponential growth of sci-

entific publication [6, 7]. In response, computational interventions

have sought to aid scholars in the discovery and consumption of

research literature. Systems supporting literature discovery such
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as Google Scholar
1
and Semantic Scholar

2
allow scholars to search

for papers, navigate citation graphs, and receive recommended

papers based on their interests. In contrast, systems supporting

literature consumption assist in making sense of individual pa-

pers, for instance by improving comprehension [2, 26], supporting

skimming [19, 41], and synthesizing insights across papers [31, 34].

At the seams of literature discovery and consumption there exists

another challenge which has received less attention — the prelim-

inary, breadth-first exploration of papers. Scholars often need to

browse collections of potentially related papers, such as a recur-

ring email digest of recently published papers or proceedings of

a conference. The exploratory triaging process allows scholars to

assess papers for their relevance, identify future reading material,

or satisfy an informational curiosity, without incurring the cogni-

tive costs of reading each paper. A typical approach might involve

reasoning over each paper’s abstract to determine its relevance and

legitimacy [28]. Literature discovery tools can provide scholars with

possible papers to read, and literature consumption tools can assist

scholars in reading selected papers; however, neither set of tools

assists in a preliminary exploration of papers through abstracts.

While abstracts can be appealing for triage since they succinctly

encapsulate essential aspects of a paper, they come with signifi-

cant limitations. As static summaries that condense upwards of

10,000 words into one or two paragraphs, abstracts rarely address

all of a scholar’s information needs and require clarification to fully

comprehend. For instance, an abstract could mention the size of a

study, but give no further information a scholar may want about

recruitment, participant demographics, or analysis techniques. This

challenge of locating additional context is further complicated when

scholars need to triage numerous papers. A scholar interested in

understanding how prior work built on a specific dataset would

need to manually open the PDFs for each search result, and search

each paper for mentions of the dataset name to find passages that

contained detailed descriptions about how the dataset was used.

We investigate how paper triage may require navigating the

knowledge gaps between an abstract and a paper in a formative

study with seven scholars. Our findings revealed four common

information needs for which scholars may seek additional context

while reading an abstract: Definition, Instantiation, Clarification,
and Motivation. These needs were often expressed as questions

about the abstract that could be answered with information from

the paper’s full text.

In this work, we take inspiration from these observations and

propose a novel interaction technique, recursive summary expan-
sion, that supports users in interactively asking questions to expand

abstracts with information retrieved from the paper’s full text. We

reify this interaction within Qlarify, an augmented reading in-

terface for scientific paper abstracts powered by current Large

Language Models (LLMs). In contrast to LLM-enabled chat-based

interactions with papers (e.g., ChatPDF [12]) which require users

to devise questions from scratch, Qlarify envisions how LLMs can

instead enable an effortless, threaded interaction paradigm where

questions naturally arise from interacting with an abstract.

1
https://scholar.google.com/

2
https://www.semanticscholar.org/

Specifically, with Qlarify, users can query any part of an ab-

stract and view in-situ answers drawn from the full paper that

incrementally expand the abstract.Qlarify bootstraps the question-

asking process by underliningAI-suggested candidate entities within

an abstract, indicating areas that are potentially informative to

expand (Figure 1). In addition to selecting these AI-suggested ex-

pandable entities, users can highlight arbitrary text in the abstract

to expand. Users can also recursively expand any expansion, prob-

ing further into details of the paper via the threaded expansion.

Qlarify reduces the cost of asking an appropriate question to a

single click by providing two types of question scaffolding: (1) an

AI-suggested question which aims to infer a user’s information-

seeking intent, and (2) three static questions — Define, Expand, and
Why — which mirror the common information needs scholars may

desire in an expansion. Qlarify enables verification of any expan-

sion by providing attribution to relevant passages from the paper

and one-click access to the passage within the paper.

We use Qlarify to investigate how scholars would use an ex-

pandable abstract interaction to support their exploratory paper

triaging workflows. Though an interview study (n=8) and online de-

ployment (n=275) with scholars, we validate the design and efficacy

of Qlarify’s recursive expansions. We found scholars often used

the AI-suggested expandable entities to facilitate a guided active

reading of abstracts during triage, creating threaded expansions

that thoroughly satisfied their informational curiosities. Scholars

were also largely impressed with the ability for the LLM-suggested

questions to infer their information-seeking intents and the LLM-

generated expansions to answer the questions they asked. We con-

clude by discussing further opportunities for a recursive expansion

interaction to bridge abstracts and papers and implications of our

findings on future AI-infused scholarly support tools.

In summary, we contribute the following:

• A novel document-centered interaction technique, recur-
sive summary expansion, that allows users to progressively

expand abstracts on-demand with information from the

paper’s full text, and a discussion of its design space.

• Qlarify, an augmented reading interface for recursively

expanding scientific paper abstracts, leveraging LLMs to

reduce the costs of formulating and answering questions,

as well as providing easy verification of answers.

• Insights from qualitative interviews (n=9) and an online

deployment (n=275) with scholars, revealing how an expan-

sion interaction can enable rapid yet thorough exploratory

information-seeking processes over abstracts.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Addressing Document-Centered

Information Needs with Summarization

The aim of summarization is to condense long documents into short

and concise texts, encapsulating the most important information

required for comprehension. With the advent of neural architec-

tures [38], significant efforts have been dedicated to improving

the capabilities of automatic text summarization systems. Some

work has focused especially on summarizing domain-specific and

long-form documents, such as scientific text [8, 27, 72]. Consum-

ing a traditional summary requires little to no user effort, but the
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static medium of a summary makes it impossible to capture the

personalized and nuanced information needs of every individual.

Some research has explored ways to incorporate humans in the

loop to generate more personalized summaries [22, 62, 76], but once

generated, these summaries lack the ability for iterative refinement,

for instance to reflect updated information needs.

Prior work has explored hierarchical approaches to summariza-

tion that enable a reader to interactively specify the degree of depth

they wish to explore. These approaches require the authoring of

summaries at differing levels of depth (e.g., for summarizing large-

scale online discussions [74], books [71], or web documents [4, 52]),

forming a static summary tree artifact that enables structured nav-

igation between the summaries and long documents. These sum-

maries are typically constructed in a bottom-up fashion, working

recursively starting from the full text, so as to break down the

work into more manageable chunks. In contrast, we take a top-

down approach; rather than condensing information to generate
summaries, we instead leverage automated techniques to expand
summaries — incrementally and recursively — to reveal relevant

information from a long document on-demand. By constructing

expandable summaries in the same direction that readers explore

(i.e., by drilling down), the summary trees generated by our system

are personalized to each reader’s exploration, as opposed to having

to conform to a single rigid structure.

This concept of expanding text to incorporate more context and

resolve ambiguities is also related to decontextualization, a recent
NLP task exploring automated approaches for rewriting extrac-

tive excerpts divorced from a longer document to be interpretable

out of context while preserving meaning [14, 53]. The expansion

interaction we explore can be seen as a form of interactive decon-

textualization, sensitive to users’ personal information needs.

2.2 Querying Documents with Question

Answering Systems

People often express their information needs within documents as

natural language questions [29, 37, 67], and ask follow-up questions

when an initial answer is not sufficient [47]. Question answering is

a long-standing problem in NLP, including considerable efforts for

answering questions over scientific documents [16, 60, 61]. Recent

advances in LLMs have seen the proliferation of prototypes for

conversational question answering over long documents (e.g., Chat-

Doc [11], ChatPDF [12]). The expansion interaction we propose

in this work is related to these systems, but differs in two main

ways: first, we aim to integrate answers in-situ by expanding the

summary at the point where a question was asked to maintain the

flow of reading, and second, we introduce mixed-initiative inter-

actions that reduce the cost of forming and asking questions. To

enable these question-driven expansions, we implement a retriever-

reader architecture with a dense representation-based retriever and

a generative, LLM-powered reader.

Attributed question answering [5], where AI models are tasked

with returning evidence in addition to their answer, has gained

recent interest due to the potential for hallucinations in LLM-

generated answers [30, 46]. Some work has sought to more closely

integrate attribution with generation (e.g., with post-editing [21]),

while systems such as GopherCite [48],WebGPT [51], and LaMDA [68]

place the burden of fact verification on the user by providing URLs

and excerpts as supporting evidence. We take a similar user-centric

approach to attribution, providing simple affordances for users

to drill down into excerpts and then the full paper from an LLM-

generated response.

Prior conversational interfaces with documents often make two

assumptions: that users knowwhat to ask, and that the most natural

interaction is for users to manually type their intended questions.

Yet this is not always the case [2]. Instead, we propose that carefully

crafted interactions and language understanding techniques can

effectively infer the intent of users, reducing the cost of asking

questions to a single click. In this work, we explore the potential

for intelligent support to not only answer users’ questions, but also

suggest questions prompting relevant entities to expand. Recent

work has begun to explore the effectiveness of LLMs in this task

of question generation, in particular the generation of follow-up

and clarification questions [37, 39, 47]. As prompting LLMs can be

challenging [49, 73], Qlarify obviates the need for users to craft

their own prompts by providing a set of common questions to select

from. These questions are grounded in a taxonomy of document-

centered information-seeking questions people ask while reading a

document [37], and refined for the context of scientific documents

through a formative study.

2.3 Supporting Exploration of Scholarly

Literature

Scholars need to triage more papers in less time now more than

ever [40], facing constant information overload from the grow-

ing number of publications [15, 20], shift from paper to digital

publishing [42, 66], and distribution of ongoing work via online

preprint archives (e.g., arXiv
3
). Scholars conducting exploratory

research over a collection of papers often exhibit opportunistic

and dynamic information needs [63], and managing papers across

historical collections and continuous publication streams can be

challenging [50, 65]. To support scholars in triaging, organizing,

and reviewing papers, a plethora of systems have been introduced

within both academic research and industry contexts.

One line of work aims to support scholars in exploring a collec-

tion of papers. For instance, many scholars nowadays use systems

such as paper search engines (e.g., Google Scholar [3] and Semantic

Scholar [1]), graph-based visual tools (e.g., ConnectedPapers [56]),

and information extraction tools (e.g., Elicit [18]) to assist in discov-

ering relevant work or scaffolding a literature review. Prior work

has also developed research prototypes that facilitate visual explo-

ration of the research landscape [13, 25, 45, 57, 65, 70], scaffold paper

exploration through augmentations of related work sections [54]

and citations [10, 58], leverage personalized cues for paper rec-

ommendations [32] and literature discovery [33], and synthesize

research threads across papers [31, 34].

Another set of interactive systems aims to support scholars in

reading and understanding individual papers. For instance, Pa-

perPlain helps lay readers navigate medical literature with AI-

generated section summaries and suggested questions [2], and

ScholarPhi helps scholars understand paper-specific jargon with

definition and equation augmentations [26]. ScholarPhi allows

3
https://arxiv.org/
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Table 1: Participants in our formative study and some questions they asked while reading abstracts of scientific papers.

Title (Research Area) Representative Questions

P1 PhD student (Explainable AI) What does “TAM” mean? What is a “path analysis”? What does “visual question answering

task” mean? What’s an example of a “trustworthiness cue”?

P2 PhD student (Computational Biology) What is the “two-stage algorithm”? What are the 12 challenging reasoning tasks? What’s an

example of this task? What is “the zero hypothesis”? What does “outlying failure cases” mean?

P3 PhD student (Human-AI Interaction) What does “comparable to SoTA phrase based systems” mean?What is a “sequence transduction

model”? What is the “path-x challenge”? What is the “path-256 task”? What does “retrieval set”

mean?

P4 PhD student (NLP) What loss function did they use? What’s the model architecture? What’s the metrics they use?

Why do they call it “human-interpretable”?

P5 Post-doctoral scholar (HCI) How do they define “trust” in human-AI teamwork; is this reliance? Is “human-agent teamwork”

a defined sub-field of prior work, or is that just jargon the authors use? What are examples of

“spatial crowdsourcing”? What are examples for the “two realistic task assignment settings”?

P6 PhD student (HCI) What do the authors mean by “gigification of knowledge work”? What were the design recom-

mendations? What are the key findings in a simplified sense? What papers are they building

upon? What is their study design?

P7 PhD student (HCI) What does “perceived valence” mean? What does “participatory foresight” mean? What do

they mean by “early testing of AI-based features”? What does a report look like when they say

“practitioners with reports”?

scholars to click on specific terms and view definitions in-situ

within a floating card. We adopt a similar interaction design in

Qlarify, allowing users to click on suggested entities underlined

within an abstract to expand with minimal effort (i.e., a single click).

Other systems draw on visual aids to improve comprehension, for

instance by highlighting conceptual relationships within papers

using bubble-tree map visualizations [75], embedding animated

figures into papers [24], and linking video summaries from authors’

talk videos with relevant passages in a paper [35]. Complementing

these tools that support paper comprehension, some systems facili-

tate rapidly reading or skimming papers. For instance, Spotlights

anchors visually salient objects as transparent overlays on a paper

to facilitate high-speed skimming [41], and Scim uses faceted high-

lights to direct readers’ visual attention through a paper [19]. Our

work presents an interaction technique situated at the intersection

of supporting paper exploration and comprehension. Specifically,

we seek to narrow the informational gap between a paper’s abstract

and full text, addressing scholars’ personalized information needs

as they arise during the triaging of abstracts.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY

To understand the types of information needs that emerge when

exploring scientific paper abstracts, we first conducted a formative

study observing scholars reading abstracts in a familiar domain.

We recruited seven participants from an academic institution via

group messaging channels and snowball sampling (Table 1). All

participants actively conducted research across different areas of

computer science, and reported familiarity with the research pro-

cess, including triaging, reading, and organizing scientific papers.

After introducing the study and obtaining consent, participants

were asked to read 3–5 abstracts of their choice. Participants se-

lected abstracts from various sources: many used results from a

paper search engine seeded with a relevant prompt for their area

of research, one used a abstracts for papers they were currently

reviewing, and one used papers they had previously saved for a

later reading session.While reading each abstract, participants were

asked to share aloud any thoughts, questions, or confusions they

had about the information within the abstract or about the paper

in general. All studies lasted approximately 45 minutes.

3.1 Findings

Our observations of scholars revealed four common types of infor-

mation needs expressed while reading an abstract:

Definition. Participants wanted to define jargon such as unfamil-

iar terms, abstract language, or acronyms they encountered in the

abstract. These definitions could be either contextual (i.e., grounded

in information or explicitly defined in the paper) or context-free

(i.e., pertaining to information not defined in the paper).

Instantiation. Participants sought examples to instantiate and

provide concrete context for under-specified language. For instance,

given the sentence, “We find our approach outperforms three base-

lines on a common question answering benchmark,” it is unclear

which baselines were compared against or which question answer-

ing benchmark was used. When an abstract described an unfamiliar

concept, such as a newly-introduced task or dataset, participants

wanted to view an instance of the concept to help visualize its

structure and compare it against familiar concepts such as existing

tasks or datasets.

Clarification. Participants sought additional context to help ex-

plain technical or unfamiliar language in an abstract. Since abstracts

are concise, self-contained summaries for a long paper, authors are

compelled to withhold particular details and use dense language to

convey information. As a result, scholars reading abstracts often

have information needs expressed through implicit clarification

questions, personalized by their own expertise and reading goals.
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Expandable summaries interaction technique
Summary expansion

Information 
need Expansion

Abstract

Source document

Relevant documents

All documents

Expansion Context
Source document Related documents All documents

Expansion Context

Figure 2: We describe a novel document-centered interaction

technique, abstract expansion, for progressively expanding

abstracts with clarifying information from a broader expan-
sion context in response to users’ dynamic information needs.

Motivation. Participants occasionally expressed a desire to probe
the authors’ motivations and justifications for various aspects of the

described work. For instance, some participants questioned why the

authors chose their specific approach (e.g., model architecture, loss

function, or task), why particular language was used in describing

their system (e.g., “human-interpretable”), or why the problem they

tackled is important and different from prior work. Addressing

this need may help scholars to satisfy curiosities, expand their

understanding, or ascertain a paper’s validity.

3.2 Abstract Expansion and Design Space

Motivated by the information-seeking behaviors scholars exhibited

when reading an abstract, we propose a novel document-centered

interaction technique, abstract expansion, that augments abstracts

with additional relevant information in response to dynamic user

queries (Figure 2). This expandable text paradigm is inspired by

StretchText (or transclusion) [4, 52], an early vision in Project

Xanadu and hypertext design from the 1980s for structuring text on

the web that allows users to choose the level of detail they want to

see. When a specific area or keyword is selected, the originally con-

cise text “stretches” to reveal additional details. While the original

vision for StretchText requires carefully-authored, structured text

and has not gained wide adoption, we revisit and build on this vi-

sion by using LLMs to dynamically generate on-demand summaries

that support personalized and interactive expandable text.

For this, we focused on designing expandable summaries based

on scholarly abstracts and papers. Abstracts are concise, static,

author-crafted text summaries for a long scientific document; as

such, no single abstract can concisely capture the interests of every

reader or address dynamic information needs that arise while read-

ing [76]. Abstract expansion ameliorates the static limitations of

summaries by allowing scholars to interactively expand abstracts

with additional clarifying information retrieved from an expan-
sion context. For instance, the expansion context for most clarifying

queries over an abstract is often the corresponding paper’s full text,

Separate

Design Space - Explored and final

Entire expansionSentencePhraseAttribution granularity

Mixed-initiativeUser-suggested AI-suggested

One sentence Several sentencesShort phraseExpansion length

Same doc Related docs Open-domainExpansion context

Fluid Appended SidebarPopupExpansion placement Inline

Dimension Alternatives
Agnostic Grounded LatentInformation needs type 

Phrase Paragraph PageAttribution length

Colorize IndentBold Italicize QuoteExpansion delineation

Information needs source 

Sentence

Attribution method Embedded

Figure 3: A design space for interactive systems that imple-

ment the abstract expansion interaction paradigm. Alterna-

tives we explored through the iterative design of Qlarify are

highlighted in gray, and those included in the final system

are outlined in red.

but expansions could also be drawn from information in a broader

domain, such as related papers in the paper’s citation network or

general information in an online resource (e.g., Wikipedia).

To help articulate how interactive systems could realize such

a paradigm, we describe several dimensions and alternatives of a

design space for an abstract expansion interaction (Figure 3).

3.2.1 Information needs. One aspect of the design space concerns

what and how information is selected for expansion. First, what

type of information needs should be expanded? The four types

of needs identified in the formative study are similar in that they

all represent an information need grounded in language from the

abstract. These may emerge as scholars read an abstract, and are

anchored to specific words in the abstract. For instance, in the fol-

lowing excerpt, “We evaluated against three baseline approaches on

a popular question-answering benchmark,” a grounded information

need might express, “What were the three baseline approaches” or

“What was the popular question-answering benchmark used?”

Information needs may also not be grounded in an abstract’s

text. Scholars could read abstracts with a specific set of questions

in mind, with needs agnostic to any particular abstract and instead

relevant to their overall goals of exploration. For instance, an NLP

researcher browsing a group of similarly structured papers may

want to generally expand each abstract to learn more about the

specific methods, experiments, or findings.

Finally, information needs could be latent, unknown to a scholar

until explicitly surfaced. Information salient to a scholar’s goals

could be located within the paper and yet be absent in the abstract.

Such information may be valuable to expand but is challenging to

directly query for, as it represents an unknown need.

Another dimension to consider is the source, or initiating agent,

of the information needs to be expanded. For instance, expansions

could be created in response to a user’s information-seeking ques-

tion, to an AI’s suggested expandable entity, or perhaps a combina-

tion of both (i.e., mixed-initiative).
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3.2.2 Expansion. Another aspect of the design space considers the

content and visualization of information within an expansion. First,

what is the desired expansion context? For instance, information

used to form an expansion could be retrieved from the full text of

the paper for an abstract, from other relevant papers, or from a

broader corpora of information (e.g., Wikipedia).

Then, what expansion length is appropriate? An expansion should
comprehensively address scholars’ questions, yet be judicious in

length to reduce cognitive burden. It could contain just a concise

sentence fragment as an answer, some reasonable number of sen-

tences, or a longer, more contextualized answer with details that

could motivate further exploration.

Furthermore, what is the appropriate placement for the expan-
sion in relation to the original text in the abstract? Expansions

could be presented in an adjacent pane (similar to many chat-based

applications with documents), in a popup card (similar to citation

cards in augmented paper reading interfaces
4
or page previews

in Wikipedia
5
), appended at the end of a summary, or placed in-

situ near an appropriate text anchor in the abstract. Selecting the

optimal placement requires trading off the navigational effort be-

tween an expansion and the abstract, and the potential for visual

distraction or clutter.

Finally, for placements that interweave expansions and the ab-

stract, how should the two sources of text be visually delineated?
This consideration is particularly important since the provenance

of the original abstract is known and trusted, while expansions

present additional text which could deviate from the underlying

paper in unexpected ways. For instance, the expansion text could

be indicated with standard visual cues, e.g., bold, italics, color, or

through positional displacement, helping users to visually identify

and switch between the two texts.

3.2.3 Attribution. A third aspect of the design space considers

how information provenance may be conveyed for the generated

expansions. For question-answering, provenance is often achieved

through attribution, i.e., retrieving evidence from the expansion

context to support a generated answer. One consideration is the

method of conveying attribution. For instance, evidence could be

embedded directly in an expansion through visual cues such as

highlights or quotation marks to demarcate abstractive and ex-

tractive text. Alternatively, a system could provide attribution as

separate excerpts, surfaced verbatim from the expansion context.

For longer or more complex expansions, multiple pieces of evi-

dence may be necessary to support each claim in the generated text.

In these cases, systems should consider the most appropriate gran-
ularity of attribution to determine the utility of providing evidence

for each phrase, sentence, or entire expansion. Finally, considering

the appropriate length of attributed evidence can assure sufficient

evidence is provided to support verification of the generated expan-

sion without introducing excessive cognitive burden.

4 THE QLARIFY SYSTEM

Next, we describe the design and implementation of Qlarify, an

augmented abstract reading experience that realizes the abstract

expansion paradigm. Qlarify’s interactive features enable scholars

4
https://www.semanticscholar.org/product/semantic-reader

5
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Page_Previews

to recursively expand abstracts on-demand, progressively incor-

porating information from the full paper relevant to their triaging

goals and dynamic information-seeking curiosities.

4.1 User Interface

The design of Qlarify was motivated by the four types of infor-

mation needs observed in our formative study and further refined

through an iterative design process. In this process, alternatives in

the design space were considered and evaluated by scholars both

internal and external to the research team.

4.1.1 Eliciting Information Needs as Clarifying Questions. With

Qlarify, users begin by reading an abstract as they typically would.

As information needs arise during reading, users can highlight any

span of text within the abstract to request additional information.

In response to a user’s highlight,Qlarify displays a question palette
centered above the highlighted text (Figure 4B) that enables users

to easily specify their information needs as clarifying questions

anchored to a specific context in the abstract (i.e., the highlighted

text). The question palette contains four buttons: three static but-

tons with the questions Define, Expand, andWhy, and one dynamic

button with an AI-suggested question.

The AI-suggested question aims to predict a user’s intent, offer-

ing the most probable clarification question a user may want to ask

given the text they highlighted. The three static questions are the

same in every question palette regardless of the selected text, and

were selected to reflect the common grounded information needs re-

vealed in our formative study. Specifically, the Define question aims

to address Definition and Instantiation needs, the Expand question

aims to address Clarification and Instantiation needs, and the Why
question aims to address Motivation needs. The Expand question is

centralized, as we believe it could serve as a “catch-all” option to

incrementally retrieve more details in most circumstances.

While increasing the number of static questions could provide

more flexibility, based on feedback to initial prototypes of Qlarify

we determined that providing more questions could clutter the

interface, occlude more of the abstract, and cause decision paralysis

in selecting an appropriate question. For similar reasons, only the

top-1 AI-suggested question is shown in the question palette.

To complement the manual highlighting of text users want to

expand, Qlarify also pre-selects several expandable entities. These
entities capture spans of text in the abstract that the system believes

could be further expanded from the expansion context; for instance,

they could include under-specified language (e.g., “some”, “several”,

“various”) or jargon (e.g., acronyms). Expandable entities are visually

indicated with a blue underline (Figure 4A), and users can click on

an entity to reveal the question palette. Altogether, Qlarify aims to

reduce the cost of asking grounded information-seeking questions

through these two lightweight interactions.

4.1.2 Expanding Abstracts with Clarifying Information. When users

select a question from the question palette, Qlarify creates an ex-
pansion by fluidly expanding the abstract with in-situ information

retrieved from a larger expansion context (Figure 4C). Each expan-

sion is an abstractive, LLM-generated response to a user’s question,

containing up to three sentences. In instances where a question can-

not be answered, no expansion is created, and a toast alert is shown
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Abstract

We present QLORA, an efficient finetuning approach that reduces memory us-
age enough to finetune a 65B parameter model on a single 48GB GPU while
preserving full 16-bit finetuning task performance. QLORA backpropagates gradi-
ents through a frozen, 4-bit quantized pretrained language model into Low Rank
Adapters (LoRA). Our best model family, which we name Guanaco, outperforms
all previous openly released models on the Vicuna benchmark, reaching 99.3%
of the performance level of ChatGPT while only requiring 24 hours of finetuning
on a single GPU. QLORA introduces a number of innovations to save memory
without sacrificing performance: (a) 4-bit NormalFloat (NF4), a new data type that
is information theoretically optimal for normally distributed weights (b) Double
Quantization to reduce the average memory footprint by quantizing the quantization
constants, and (c) Paged Optimizers to manage memory spikes. We use QLORA
to finetune more than 1,000 models, providing a detailed analysis of instruction
following and chatbot performance across 8 instruction datasets, multiple model
types (LLaMA, T5), and model scales that would be infeasible to run with regular
finetuning (e.g. 33B and 65B parameter models). Our results show that QLoRA
finetuning on a small high-quality dataset leads to state-of-the-art results, even
when using smaller models than the previous SoTA. We provide a detailed analysis
of chatbot performance based on both human and GPT-4 evaluations showing that
GPT-4 evaluations are a cheap and reasonable alternative to human evaluation. Fur-
thermore, we find that current chatbot benchmarks are not trustworthy to accurately
evaluate the performance levels of chatbots. A lemon-picked analysis demonstrates
where Guanaco fails compared to ChatGPT. We release all of our models and code,
including CUDA kernels for 4-bit training.2

1 Introduction
Finetuning large language models (LLMs) is a highly effective way to improve their performance,
[40, 62, 43, 61, 59, 37] and to add desirable or remove undesirable behaviors [43, 2, 4]. However,
finetuning very large models is prohibitively expensive; regular 16-bit finetuning of a LLaMA 65B
parameter model [57] requires more than 780 GB of GPU memory. While recent quantization
methods can reduce the memory footprint of LLMs [14, 13, 18, 66], such techniques only work for
inference and break down during training [65].

We demonstrate for the first time that it is possible to finetune a quantized 4-bit model without any
performance degradation. Our method, QLORA, uses a novel high-precision technique to quantize
a pretrained model to 4-bit, then adds a small set of learnable Low-rank Adapter weights [28]

⇤Equal contribution.
2https://github.com/artidoro/qlora and https://github.com/TimDettmers/bitsandbytes
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parameter model [57] requires more than 780 GB of GPU memory. While recent quantization
methods can reduce the memory footprint of LLMs [14, 13, 18, 66], such techniques only work for
inference and break down during training [65].

We demonstrate for the first time that it is possible to finetune a quantized 4-bit model without any
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ensure a discrete zeropoint of 0 and to use all 2k bits for a k-bit datatype, we create an asymmetric
data type by estimating the quantiles qi of two ranges qi: 2k�1 for the negative part and 2k�1 + 1 for
the positive part and then we unify these sets of qi and remove one of the two zeros that occurs in both
sets. We term the resulting data type that has equal expected number of values in each quantization bin
k-bit NormalFloat (NFk), since the data type is information-theoretically optimal for zero-centered
normally distributed data. The exact values of this data type can be found in Appendix E.

Double Quantization We introduce Double Quantization (DQ), the process of quantizing the
quantization constants for additional memory savings. While a small blocksize is required for precise
4-bit quantization [13], it also has a considerable memory overhead. For example, using 32-bit
constants and a blocksize of 64 for W, quantization constants add 32/64 = 0.5 bits per parameter on
average. Double Quantization helps reduce the memory footprint of quantization constants.

More specifically, Double Quantization treats quantization constants cFP32
2 of the first quantization

as inputs to a second quantization. This second step yields the quantized quantization constants
cFP8
2 and the second level of quantization constants cFP32

1 . We use 8-bit Floats with a blocksize of
256 for the second quantization as no performance degradation is observed for 8-bit quantization,
in line with results from Dettmers and Zettlemoyer [13]. Since the cFP32

2 are positive, we subtract
the mean from c2 before quantization to center the values around zero and make use of symmetric
quantization. On average, for a blocksize of 64, this quantization reduces the memory footprint per
parameter from 32/64 = 0.5 bits, to 8/64 + 32/(64 · 256) = 0.127 bits, a reduction of 0.373 bits
per parameter.

Paged Optimizers use the NVIDIA unified memory 3 feature wich does automatic page-to-page
transfers between the CPU and GPU for error-free GPU processing in the scenario where the GPU
occasionally runs out-of-memory. The feature works like regular memory paging between CPU RAM
and the disk. We use this feature to allocate paged memory for the optimizer states which are then
automatically evicted to CPU RAM when the GPU runs out-of-memory and paged back into GPU
memory when the memory is needed in the optimizer update step.

QLORA. Using the components described above, we define QLORA for a single linear layer in
the quantized base model with a single LoRA adapter as follows:

YBF16 = XBF16doubleDequant(cFP32
1 , ck-bit

2 ,WNF4) + XBF16LBF16
1 LBF16

2 , (5)

where doubleDequant(·) is defined as:

doubleDequant(cFP32
1 , ck-bit

2 ,Wk-bit) = dequant(dequant(cFP32
1 , ck-bit

2 ),W4bit) = WBF16, (6)

We use NF4 for W and FP8 for c2. We use a blocksize of 64 for W for higher quantization precision
and a blocksize of 256 for c2 to conserve memory.

For parameter updates only the gradient with respect to the error for the adapters weights @E
@Li

are
needed, and not for 4-bit weights @E

@W . However, the calculation of @E
@Li

entails the calculation of @X
@W

which proceeds via equation (5) with dequantization from storage WNF4 to computation data type
WBF16 to calculate the derivative @X

@W in BFloat16 precision.

To summarize, QLORA has one storage data type (usually 4-bit NormalFloat) and a computation
data type (16-bit BrainFloat). We dequantize the storage data type to the computation data type
to perform the forward and backward pass, but we only compute weight gradients for the LoRA
parameters which use 16-bit BrainFloat.

4 QLoRA vs. Standard Finetuning
We have discussed how QLoRA works and how it can significantly reduce the required memory for
finetuning models. The main question now is whether QLoRA can perform as well as full-model
finetuning. Furthermore, we want to analyze the components of QLoRA including the impact of
NormalFloat4 over standard Float4. The following sections will discuss the experiments that aimed
at answering these questions.

3
https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide
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We use QLORA to finetune more than 1,000 models, providing a detailed 
analysis of instruction following and chatbot performance across 8 instruction 
datasets, multiple model types (LLaMA, T5), and model scales that would be 
infeasible to run with regular finetuning (e.g. 33B and 65B parameter models).

Figure 4: Expandable scientific paper abstracts in Qlarify, instantiating a general summary expansion interaction technique.

Users express information needs by highlighting text in the abstract or simply selecting an AI-suggested expandable entity (A),

revealing a question palette (B). Clicking on a question in the palette scaffolds a question-asking prompt for an LLM, which

provides a response visualized as a fluid, threaded expansion within the abstract (C). Users can drill-down to see evidence for

a response in a paper excerpt (D) and within the full paper context itself (E). The excerpts above are from QLORA: Efficient
Finetuning of Quantized LLMs [17].

in the bottom right of the screen instead to indicate an expansion

could not be created.

Key to the expansion’s design is ensuring visual delineation

between the original text of the abstract and that of the generated

expansion. Expansions are presented as indented blocks, appended

below the sentence containing the selected expandable entity. A

vertical bar and tag containing the question used to generate the

expansion are shown to the left of each expansion to help users

easily identify the visual boundary and purpose of each expansion.

The text of an expansion is also colored blue when initially created,

gradually transitioning into a light gray after a few seconds. This

produces a smooth animation that visually cues attention to a new

expansion, before fading into a color (gray) that is similar but not

overly distracting from the color of the original abstract text (black).

To indicate parts of the abstract previously expanded, text used to

seed the expansion — either from a user highlight or an expandable

entity — is underlined in purple.

For each generated expansion, Qlarify suggests additional enti-

ties that could be expanded. Similar to interactions with the original

abstract text, users can select an AI-suggested entity or highlight

any text in the new expansion to recursively expand further. Expan-

sions created on other expansions form a threaded abstract reading

experience, allowing users to easily dive deeper into aspects of

interest from the abstract by gradually retrieving details from the

full paper. As each expansion is limited to three sentences in length,

users are less likely to be overwhelmed by information in any single

expansion. They can continue expanding until their information

needs are satisfied, at which point they can easily pop back up

into the original abstract or expansions at any level. If a particular

expansion is no longer needed, users can click on the question tag

at the left of the expansion to collapse it into its parent expansion.

4.1.3 Drilling Into a Paper with Attributed Responses. Since each
expansion is generated automatically by an LLM, there is a potential

risk of generating content that is unfaithful to the original paper

or otherwise factually incorrect, a problem referred to as hallu-

cination [30, 46]. To help mitigate these risks, Qlarify provides

attribution, or extractive supporting evidence, for each expansion.

Users can click on a quote button at the end of each expansion to

show a card with the most relevant paragraph from the full pa-

per (Figure 4D). Within the card, users can further drill-down to

open the paper in an integrated document viewer overlay, with the

attributed paragraph navigated to and highlighted in the context

of the paper (Figure 4E). Through these two levels of interactive

attribution, Qlarify allows users to explore the surrounding paper

context and verify the accuracy of an expansion.

4.2 System Architecture

To create an expandable abstract,Qlarify implements three natural

language services (illustrated in Figure 5): (1) A document prepro-
cessing service extracts and encodes information for a paper’s full

text; (2) A question answering service generates attributed answers

to users’ document-centered questions; and (3) An expandable entity
extraction service identifies expansion candidates within an abstract
or generated expansion. We provide an overview of our implemen-

tation of these services, which may serve as a starting reference for

others exploring similar expandable summary interactions.

4.2.1 Document Preprocessing. Papers ingested by Qlarify are

first preprocessed to reduce latency when interactively generating

expansions at query-time. Each PDF is parsed into its constituent

tokens and bounding boxes, and sentences and paragraphs are

constructed from the full text. Then, chunks are created with a

chunk size of three sentences and a two sentence overlap. Each

chunk is converted to a dense vector representation with encoder
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age enough to finetune a 65B parameter model on a single 48GB GPU while
preserving full 16-bit finetuning task performance. QLORA backpropagates gradi-
ents through a frozen, 4-bit quantized pretrained language model into Low Rank
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all previous openly released models on the Vicuna benchmark, reaching 99.3%
of the performance level of ChatGPT while only requiring 24 hours of finetuning
on a single GPU. QLORA introduces a number of innovations to save memory
without sacrificing performance: (a) 4-bit NormalFloat (NF4), a new data type that
is information theoretically optimal for normally distributed weights (b) Double
Quantization to reduce the average memory footprint by quantizing the quantization
constants, and (c) Paged Optimizers to manage memory spikes. We use QLORA
to finetune more than 1,000 models, providing a detailed analysis of instruction
following and chatbot performance across 8 instruction datasets, multiple model
types (LLaMA, T5), and model scales that would be infeasible to run with regular
finetuning (e.g. 33B and 65B parameter models). Our results show that QLoRA
finetuning on a small high-quality dataset leads to state-of-the-art results, even
when using smaller models than the previous SoTA. We provide a detailed analysis
of chatbot performance based on both human and GPT-4 evaluations showing that
GPT-4 evaluations are a cheap and reasonable alternative to human evaluation. Fur-
thermore, we find that current chatbot benchmarks are not trustworthy to accurately
evaluate the performance levels of chatbots. A lemon-picked analysis demonstrates
where Guanaco fails compared to ChatGPT. We release all of our models and code,
including CUDA kernels for 4-bit training.2

1 Introduction
Finetuning large language models (LLMs) is a highly effective way to improve their performance,
[40, 62, 43, 61, 59, 37] and to add desirable or remove undesirable behaviors [43, 2, 4]. However,
finetuning very large models is prohibitively expensive; regular 16-bit finetuning of a LLaMA 65B
parameter model [57] requires more than 780 GB of GPU memory. While recent quantization
methods can reduce the memory footprint of LLMs [14, 13, 18, 66], such techniques only work for
inference and break down during training [65].

We demonstrate for the first time that it is possible to finetune a quantized 4-bit model without any
performance degradation. Our method, QLORA, uses a novel high-precision technique to quantize
a pretrained model to 4-bit, then adds a small set of learnable Low-rank Adapter weights [28]
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Figure 5: Overview of Qlarify’s system architecture. Each paper is first preprocessed (Document Preprocessing) and initial

expandable entities are extracted from the abstract (Expandable Entity Extraction). When a user selects a question for an

expandable entity, Qlarify uses a retriever-reader architecture with LLMs to generate a response with attribution (Question
Answering).Qlarify then suggests expandable entities for the new expansion, and users can iteratively expand upon expansions,

creating a threaded abstract.

model all-mpnet-base-v2 from the SentenceTransformers frame-

work [59], and stored into a vector database. Embeddings of para-

graphs are also created and stored in a separate index, which are

used for retrieving attribution.

4.2.2 Attributed Question Answering. We use a common retriever-

reader architecture with LLMs for question answering. When users

select a question from the question palette, Qlarify first embeds

the question with the same encoder used during preprocessing. It

then retrieves the 12 most relevant paper chunks (with relevance

determined by cosine similarity between chunk and question em-

beddings) to form a context. An LLM prompt is then formed by

concatenating a general description of the question answering task,

the context, a few examples of question and answer pairs, and

the question. The prompt further instructs the LLM to be concise,

use language from the provided paper context when appropriate,

generate answers containing no more than three sentences, and

return no answer if the question cannot be answered given the

context. These specific prompt tuning adjustments were made over

several iterations of inspecting Qlarify’s expansions. Finally, we

use gpt-3.5-turbo to generate an answer for the question using

this few-shot prompt. The currentQlarify prototype answers ques-

tions using information from the full text of the source paper only;

we leave consideration of other possible expansion contexts (e.g.,

other related papers) for future exploration.

Qlarify further provides attribution for each of its expansions

to enable users to verify the accuracy of the generated answer

and ease into the full paper. To generate attributions, Qlarify

retrieves the most relevant paragraph to the generated text (by

cosine similarity). We explored other attribution schemes in earlier

iterations of Qlarify. For instance, we tried retrieving chunks for

each individual sentence, but found chunks were less preferred

than paragraphs since they sometimes lacked sufficient context. We

also tried providing attribution for each sentence where expansions

consisted of multiple sentences. However, we found the need to read

and reconcile multiple attribution sources introduced confusion

and made verification more challenging.

4.2.3 Expandable Entity Extraction. To complement users in manu-

ally specifying their own expansions, Qlarify proactively suggests

parts of an abstract or expansion that could benefit from additional

context. To identify these regions within an abstract, Qlarify uses

gpt-4 with a few-shot prompting strategy. The model is instructed

to identify short text spans (i.e., entities) which may be expanded

to provide clarification for vague, dense, or jargon-rich language.

The prompt also specifies that information required to expand each

entity should not be already available in the abstract or expansion.

For each entity, Qlarify performs a dry-run expansion (using the

same Expand question in the question palette), and removes entities

for which no answer is found.

For each remaining entity, gpt-4 is directed with zero-shot

prompt to generate a single question that users might ask in expand-

ing that entity. For instance, given the sentence, “We propose a new

framework to address the ACTA task,” Qlarify could identify the

entities “a new framework” and “ACTA,“ and generate the questions

“What are the main characteristics of the proposed framework?”

and “What is the ACTA task?,” respectively. All of these expandable
entities are underlined in reading interface and the suggested ques-

tion is shown in the question palette. The same question generation

prompt is executed on-the-fly to generate the suggested question

within the question palette when users create an expansion by

highlighting any text.

4.3 Implementation Details

Qlarify was implemented as a standalone web application using

TypeScript, CSS, and the React framework [64] for the user interface.
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The PDF reader for viewing expansion attribution in context was

adapted from an open-source PDF reader library [43].
6
Backend

services and LLM-powered functions were implemented in Python

and the Flask framework [55]. GROBID [23] was used to parse PDFs

paper into a structured JSON format, and the MMDA open-source

library
7
was used to construct Document objects from the output

from which full text paragraphs and sentences could be retrieved.

The gpt-3.5-turbo (with a 4,097 token context window)
8
and

gpt-4 (with a 8,192 token context window) LLMs were accessed via

OpenAI’s APIs,
9
and responses were generated with a temperature

of 0 and a maximum length of 256 tokens. The specific LLM prompts

we used for each service is provided in Appendix C.

5 EVALUATION

We usedQlarify as a technology probe to understand how scholars

would benefit from an expandable abstract interaction in exploring

scientific papers. We first conducted an interview study to elicit

nuanced qualitative insights into scholars’ perceived benefits and

limitations of Qlarify, and then conducted a deployment study to

characterize real-world usage behaviors with expandable abstracts.

5.1 Interview Study

5.1.1 Procedure. We conducted an interview study to better un-

derstand the costs and benefits of using Qlarify to triage scientific

papers. To ensure engagement with the study, we curated a per-

sonalized set of abstracts for each participant aligning with their

research expertise and interests. In a screening survey, we asked par-

ticipants to list 3 to 5 “seed” papers representative of their research

interests but that they did not author. We then used the Semantic

Scholar Recommendations API
10

to obtain 25 additional recom-

mended papers for each participant based on their seed papers. We

combined the seed and recommended papers, and preprocessed all

papers for which a valid PDF file could be found. The abstracts for

these papers were then rendered in a list within Qlarify.

During the study, participants first completed a tutorial that in-

troduced them to Qlarify’s features (∼5 minutes). They were then

asked to browse the list of abstracts as if they represented a collec-

tion of papers recently recommended to them, e.g., from a colleague

or a paper search engine. Participants spent 25 minutes using the

interactive expansion interaction to explore abstracts. During their

exploration, they were asked to think aloud, sharing observations,

questions, or frustrations as they emerged. Afterwards, we engaged

participants in a semi-structured interview to elaborate on the

perceived advantages and limitations of expandable abstracts as en-

visioned in Qlarify. We recorded and transcribed all verbalizations

throughout the exploration and subsequent interview (additional

details provided in Appendix A).

5.1.2 Participants. We recruited 9 participants (6 male, 3 female;

Age: M = 27.8, SD = 9.3) for the study via university mailing lists and

Slack channels. Eight participants were doctoral students within

computer and information science, and 1 participant was a research

6
https://github.com/allenai/pdf-component-library

7
https://github.com/allenai/mmda

8
At the time of submission.

9
https://platform.openai.com/docs/api-reference/chat

10
https://api.semanticscholar.org/api-docs/recommendations

scientist. Each study lasted approximately 45 minutes, and partici-

pants were compensated with $25 USD for their time. The study

was approved by a university institutional review board.

5.1.3 Results. An analysis of interview transcripts and interaction

logs uncovered various ways in whichQlarify supported the explo-

ration of abstracts, such as using interactive expansions to retrieve

additional information on-demand from full papers, threaded explo-

ration to dive deeper into aspects of interest, and LLM-generated

expandable entities and questions to guide attention. In the follow-

ing results, we refer to participants with the pseudonyms P1–9.

Abstract expansions allowed an on-demand recursive ex-
traction of high-quality information from papers. Participants
were actively engaged with Qlarify during the study. On average,

each participant explored 4.0 papers (SD = 1.1, Mdn = 4.0) and cre-

ated a total of 20.8 expansions (SD = 7.8, Mdn = 18.0). Based on

the think-aloud, participants liked how Qlarify allowed them to

surface details from the paper using simple interactions with the

abstracts over manually searching for them over the full papers. For

example, one participant remarked, “I was impressed by the things
that I was able to pull from the paper and the amount of additional
details I can get just by reading this abstract” (P3). Additionally, par-
ticipants pointed to how abstracts typically have a familiar structure

that served as a scaffolding and jumping-off-points, and allowed

them to useQlarify to pull-in additional detailed information from

different parts of the full paper when needed:

“I enjoyed the fact that the abstracts were broken
down for me. I think that one of the key things about
being a PhD student is being able to quickly break
down information without having to spend too much
time reading the entirety of the paper. And so the
abstract allowed for me to do that without having to
even read that. Usually the rule of thumb is abstract,
intro and conclusion. And with this, I feel I get a bit
of the intro, conclusion, results, discussion, analysis,
all that within the abstract breakdown.” – P7

Beyond the interaction design, many participants were genuinely

surprised at howwell theQlarify’s generated expansions answered

the questions they asked (P1–3, P5, P6, P8). One participant appre-

ciated how the expansions “didn’t just summarize, but seemed to
extract meaning from the paper” (P6), reflecting the LLM’s capacity

to join fragmented but relevant chunks across a paper to form a

coherent, concise, and complete answer. Some participants began

their exploration by browsing the abstract of a paper they were

intimately familiar with, using their initial interactions to gauge

the reliability and accuracy of the generated expansions (P5, P8, P9).

Others instead mentioned explicitly trusting the model’s responses

and felt confident they could dive into the paper to verify any point

if needed (P4, P7, P8).

Moreover, participants found the LLM-suggested question in the

question palette often aligned well with their information-seeking

intents, and reduced the costs of forming a question to expand the

abstract. P8 described the suggested question as, “It seems to almost
read my mind when I click on something or highlight something.” P1
noted how “the question is excellent because it captures my intention,”
and P5 said, “Every time I think of what the question is, that’s pretty
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much what the question it already thought of is.” We noticed this

sentiment reflected in usage behaviors as well; within the question

palette, participants selected the LLM-generated question most

often (40.1% of clicks, Define: 23.5%, Expand: 22.5%,Why: 13.9%).
Participants also frequently utilized the recursive expansion fea-

ture of Qlarify — 58% of expansions created by participants were

threaded (i.e., formed by asking questions about text in another ex-

pansion rather than from the abstract). Based on their think-aloud,

participants mentioned how the threaded expansions empowered

them to dig deeper and ask follow-up questions if an initial expan-

sion did not fully satisfy their information needs (P1, P3, P4, P6,

P8). For example, P4 said, “I really did love the way you could keep
going and go branching into a tree.” By automatically detecting and

underlining successive expandable entities immediately after an

expansion is created, participants felt Qlarify could reduce the

costs of continued engagement with the abstract. P1 described how

these underlines scaffolded his sensemaking process:

“Another thing is in this interface I can keep diving
more because that highlighting feature is not pro-
vided only on the first level of the abstract, it’s also
provided in the next level. When they generate a re-
sponse in the second level, they also provide these
underlining features, which if I have any more ques-
tions or concerns or any thoughts I could keep using
these interactions to help me make sense of the ab-
stract.” – P1

In summary, the threaded expansions not only supported ongoing

engagement but also enhanced the efficiency of sensemaking within

the abstract.

AI-suggested expandable entities helped guide exploration
of abstracts but could be overwhelming. The majority of the

time, participants clicked on a pre-selected underlined entity to

create expansions (77.5%) as opposed to manually selecting a cus-

tom text span (22.5%). While we initially designed this feature to

lower the interaction costs, the think-aloud suggested that the pre-

selected entities also served as information cues that can facilitate

discovery. Many participants (P1–4, P6, P8) commented how the

underlines for expandable entities were helpful visual cues to “key-
words that may be relevant” and that “tell me what to focus on”
(P1).

Conversely, if the underlines did not precisely capture partici-

pants’ needs, they also appreciated the ability to fall back to high-

lighting custom text to create an expansion (P1, P2, P8). P6 sum-

marized how the interactive features of Qlarify in concert could

address all of her envisioned information needs over an abstract:

“I think the underlines were already really good. And
yeah, that highlighting something as a backup to the
underlines already gets you to probably 99% coverage
for the things you would want to ask. And then for
the last one percent, I could click on the quote and go
into the paper.” – P6

On the other hand, visually augmented reading interfaces such

as Qlarify and its underlined entities can introduce distractions

for some scholars. Since expanding the abstracts by interacting

with the underlined entities required less effort than highlighting

text, P4 noticed how she “tended to default to whatever was already
underlined,” and it became “hard to remember that I can just like pick
anything out unless I was really curious about it.” This behavior is not
necessarily undesirable, but suggests careful consideration should

be given to how augmented interface elements may inadvertently

guide or constrain user interactions. P3 further suggested how

the underlined entities could open up a rabbit-hole of exploration,

derailing the reading of an abstract:

“I can see how it can be distracting for me to be able
to finish the entire abstract because I can get hung up
on one small detail and be able to dig really deep into
that, and just take five times as much time it takes
for me to otherwise just read the abstract.” – P3

Similarly, P7 noted how the seemingly limitless freedoms afforded

by an abstract expansion interaction could be double-edged and

inhibit a sense of completion:

“The endlessness of the underlines, as a completionist,
my mindset, I want to click them all. And so I liked
the fact that there were no bounds, but I could also
feel overwhelmed knowing there are no bounds. So I
feel like I could miss something the AI could uncover
for me if I just kept clicking all the underlines.” – P7

These observations suggest that while the underlines may help

guide an in-depth investigation of details in the paper, it can also

potentially hinder a process of triage. As such, balancing interactiv-

ity and efficiency is critical for an expandable abstract interaction in

ensuring users can engage deeply when needed but also efficiently

navigate the content within the abstract and generated expansions.

5.2 Deployment Study

5.2.1 Procedure. To investigate how scholars would interact with

expandable abstracts in the wild, we deployed Qlarify during the

49th International Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB

2023).
11

During the duration of the conference, members of the

research team invited conference attendees and other scholars to

try out Qlarify via social media announcements through email,

Twitter, Slack, and LinkedIn. We created a landing page within

Qlarify to allow users to easily browse the conference proceedings

(248 papers), with a paginated, scrollable list of paper metadata and

a search bar for filtering papers. Clicking on a title navigated users

to a separate page containing an expandable abstract for that paper.

5.2.2 Findings. During the week of the conference and two subse-

quent weeks, a total of 275 unique users interacted with 50 unique

papers using Qlarify. Based on the interaction logs, each user

created 3.3 expansions on average (SD = 4.6, Mdn = 2.0). We found

users expanded abstracts using the pre-selected expandable entities

rather than manually selecting custom text spans (80.4% vs 19.6%

of interactions), corroborating similar observations of usage from

the interview study.

We further found that users more often selected one of the three

static questions (i.e., Expand, Define, and Why; 88.2% of interac-

tions) than the more specific LLM-generated questions (e.g., for the

entity “Fries scheduler with consistency guarantees”, the suggested

question was “How does the Fries scheduler ensure consistency in

11
https://vldb.org/2023/?papers-research
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Figure 6: Qlarify’s user interface, showing an expansion thread (left) created by P8 from the interview study while exploring

an abstract. Users could easily dive into the paper with evidence for an expansion highlighted in context (right); during their

exploration, P8 opened the paper for the third expansion.

runtime reconfigurations?”; 11.8% of interactions). Within the the

static questions, users created 41.6% of expansions with Expand,
31.5% with Define, and 15.1% withWhy, a distribution that closely

corroborates the frequency of question types we observed in our

formative study. These results are in contrast to our interview study,

where participants were more likely to select LLM-generated ques-

tions (40.1% of expansions). This difference might be due to the

higher relevance of abstracts in our interview study compared to

our deployment (i.e., paper abstracts were selected based on person-

alized recommendations for each participant). These results from

our deployment study suggest that even when users’ information

needs were grounded in specific entities, they either do not always

have specific questions in mind or that the suggested questions did

not reflect their specific intents. On the other hand, when the sug-

gested questions were found useful, they could lower interaction

costs by allowing users to expand with a single click.

While the majority of the time users created a single level of

expansion from the original abstract, a significant portion (27.7%) of

interactions were threaded, meaning users recursively asked follow

on questions by selecting additional entities in the expanded text.

Some users recursively created up to 5 nested expansions. These

results demonstrate the users’ needs for recursive expansion of

abstracts and Qlarify’s ability to support this. In comparison to

our interview study, fewer users in our deployment study created

threaded expansions (58.0% vs. 27.7%, respectively), perhaps due to

differences in user engagement or relevance of abstracts.

We also observed users actively engaging with the attributed

evidence paragraphs and viewing the paper itself. In 14.8% of ex-

pansions, users viewed the attributed evidence paragraph for a

generated expansion. About 60% of the time users were satisfied

with the extracted evidence, while 40% of the time they further

opened the PDF to view the highlighted evidence in the context

of the paper. These behaviors suggest users were either interested

in understanding the supporting information or sought to use the

evidence as an efficient entry point into reading the paper.

Altogether, our deployment study suggests that an expandable

abstract interaction is an intuitive and powerful way to ask clarifi-

cation questions for abstract-grounded information needs, allowing

users to retrieve answers and evidence on-demand and in-situ.

Complementing the qualitative insights from our interview study,

findings from this deployment study provide evidence within a

natural context of user interaction, exemplifying real world usage

behaviors of Qlarify at a conference where people are actively

triaging papers for themselves.

5.3 Evaluation of LLM-Generated Expansions

To inspect the quality of expansions generated by the LLMs, we

analyzed a subset of the data collected in the deployment study.

Members of the research team annotated 120 randomly sampled

expansions for which an answer was found (30 for each of the

Define, Expand,Why, and AI-suggested questions).

Of the 120 expansions, 105 (87.5%) were entirely accurate (i.e.,

all statements were grounded in verifiable information from the

paper) corroborating perceptions of expansion quality by scholars

in our interview study. We did not explicitly assess relevance, an

important but challenging property to operationalize in user-facing

systems. However, through our annotation of the sampled expan-

sions and observations of participants in our interview study, we

found information within the LLM-generated expansions tended to

not only be accurate but also relevant to the asked question. Errors

found within the analyzed expansions included:

• Inaccurate details: Seven (5.8%) expansions included de-

tail inaccuracies, often involving numerical ormathematical

content. These included false navigational references (e.g.,

attributing statements to an incorrect section in the paper),

numerical values in experimental results (e.g., fabricated
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numbers in “the additional mean overhead time of 0.47s is

only 12.8% of the average episode duration of 3.67s”), and

acronyms (e.g., describing FMs as “language guided models”

rather than “foundation models”).

• Missing content: Eight (6.7%) expansions contained phrases

such as, “the paper does not provide explicit details for. . . .”

This error tended to occur when a portion of the relevant

information was provided in a table rather than in the body

text of the paper. Rather than a limitation of LLMs, this

perhaps reflects how Qlarify preprocesses papers into a

flat representation without delimitation for structural or

visually salient content such as tables. In other cases, the

context provided to the LLM may have lacked sufficient

information to answer the question, suggesting the need to

further investigate robust chunk retrieval techniques.

Our error analysis reveals the subtlety of hallucinations within

LLM-generated text, such as how plausible-seeming yet unfounded

details are embedded into an otherwise accurate expansion. Indeed,

it is worth noting that no scholars in our interview study surfaced

any errors, and we identified errors only through extensive check-

ing with the original paper. These hallucinations can thus be chal-

lenging to detect — especially within exploratory processes such

as triage — and potentially lead to harmful misinterpretations and

an erosion of trust in the reliability of the generated expansions.

6 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we proposed a new document-centric interaction

technique that leverages the generative capabilities of LLMs to

recursively expand summaries. We presented a system, Qlarify,

that instantiates this technique to allow scholars to incrementally

expand abstracts in response to personalized information needs

and incorporate details from full papers. Findings from our inter-

view and deployment studies reveal how Qlarify enables scholars

to retrieve information from a paper on-demand with one-click

questions. Here, we discuss how recursive expansions can effec-

tively bridge the information gap between abstracts and papers and

the implications such AI-powered support tools may have for the

scholarly research process.

6.1 Bridging Abstracts and Papers with

Recursive Expansions

In this work, we demonstrated that enriching abstracts with expan-

sion interactions helped scholars to navigate some of the informa-

tional gaps between an abstract and a paper. The initial positive

response to Qlarify in our studies opens up future exciting dimen-

sions of the design space to explore.

As mentioned in Section 3.2 there are additional interface inter-

ventions and computational approaches for expanding abstracts for

information needs not grounded in the abstract’s text. For instance,

expanding abstracts with agnostic information needs, i.e., questions

that scholars have divorced of any specific abstract (e.g., “What are

their contributions”) could draw on prior work for the extraction

of information for key mechanisms, e.g., contributions, method,

findings (à la [9, 19]). Alternatively, an expansion interaction could

allow users to ask free-form questions, which some participants in

our interview study suggested could also be a useful fall-back in

Qlarify if pre-selected entities or highlighting custom text did not

capture their intended questions.

Handling latent information needs, or those unknown to a reader

until explicitly surfaced, could involve identifying and surfacing in-

formation from a paper relevant to a scholar but that is not grounded

in the abstract. The challenge here lies in expanding the abstract

in a way that is tailored to each scholar’s exploratory goals, and

possibly presented as a suggested key question index (e.g., [2]).

To support scholars in switching between the triage of abstracts

and reading of papers, we envision opportunities to further im-

prove abstract expansions and facilitate a more seamless transition

between the two texts. One approach could involve surfacing ad-

ditional relevant content from the paper. For instance, we found

participants in our interview study used the ability to drill down

into a paper not only for verification of the generated expansions,

but also to quickly open the paper and browse visual content, e.g., a

system diagram or a table of experimental results. Expansions could

help streamline the retrieval of such non-textual content scholars

desire from papers.

Expansions could also provide more entry points from an ab-

stract into a paper. Qlarify provides one per expansion in allowing

scholars to jump into the paper’s context by drilling down into

attributed evidence. Systems could instead seed paper reading by

leveraging a scholar’s history of expansions. For instance, aug-

mented reading interfaces could help guide a scholar’s attention to

other related passages throughout the paper (e.g., [19]) or visual-

ize regions of the paper related to other expansions created in an

abstract. Finally, systems could consider how to persist a scholar’s

newly gained knowledge from reading the paper when returning

back to the abstract and triaging process.

6.2 Considerations for AI-Infused Scholarly

Support Tools

Our results also highlight implications for designing and deploying

future AI-infused scholarly support tools.

6.2.1 Provide control of AI augmentations. Our studies surfaced the
possible benefit of allowing users to control the amount of augmen-

tation in Qlarify. Some participants mentioned that the in-situ

expansions could be distracting to a user’s reading flow, especially

with verbose or inaccurate expansions. Though most participants

found the underlined entities as helpful indications of expandable

information, some participants felt such strong visual indicators

could derail reading the entire abstract. To meet the specific de-

sires of individual scholars for AI assistance, we recommend future

intelligent reading interfaces provide controls for users to effort-

lessly customize visually salient or AI-enabled features, such as the

placement of expansions (e.g., fluid, in a sidebar, or as a popup) or

density of pre-selected expandable entities.

6.2.2 Consider unintended consequences of long-term deployment.
The development of scholarly support tools should be done while

considering the implications of deploying such systems.While LLM-

generated questions within Qlarify can help scaffold an active

reading process, they may also restrict a scholar’s agency over

their exploratory triaging process. Furthermore, AI-augmented

interactions such as abstract expansionsmay disincentivize scholars
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from reading full papers, and instead encourage more superficial

exploration through interactions with abstracts only. Participants

in the interview study commented on how these risks could be most

damaging to new scholars, as the “path of least resistance” provided

by these AI-augmented scholarly support tools could hamper the

learning that would otherwise accumulate over years of triaging

and consuming the literature.

6.3 Future Work

While Qlarify was designed and evaluated with papers largely

within computer science, the underlying interaction paradigm can

transcend disciplines. For instance, prior work has shown that read-

ing medical literature can be challenging and overwhelming due to

barriers such as dense and unfamiliar terminology, not knowing

what to read, and the inability to find answers to specific ques-

tions [2]. One avenue for future work could explore how expandable

abstracts with similar question asking and answering assistance

could make medical papers more accessible by providing just-in-

time responses to questions directly within an abstract, without

requiring lay readers to interact with the full paper. A similar idea

might allow policymakers to understand the implications of scien-

tific developments, a critical need [69].

Furthermore, could a system learn about a user’s interests based

on what they choose to expand in abstracts they interact with? Such

a system could then automatically expand personalized entities of

interest as users encounter new abstracts to further lower interac-

tion costs and encourage exploration, or even regenerate abstracts

to be personalized to a user’s interests. Another exciting direction

is to explore support for expansion contexts that include multiple

documents using the proposed abstract expansion interaction. For

example, how should we design future versions of Qlarify that

can allow users to expand on related work sections and explore

information across many cited papers, and how should such sys-

tems synthesize the information retrieved across these multiple

documents? Finally, a wealth of opportunities exists to examine

the merits of recursively expandable summaries for documents in

other domains (e.g., legal documents, medical notes, or discussions

in online forums).

6.4 Limitations

Through our studies, we sought to provide an initial character-

ization of how researchers can use and benefit from recursively

expandable abstracts and identify opportunities for further iterative

design. Additional evaluations could help empirically quantify the

advantages of expandable abstracts, for instance in comparison to

researchers’ current techniques for exploring paper abstracts and

other LLM-enabled applications, e.g., conventional chatbot-style

interactions with a paper. Our iterative design process and studies

with Qlarify suggest design principles for an expansion interac-

tion that we believe can generalize beyond the scientific papers

included in our evaluation.

Expanding abstracts also naturally requires access to a paper’s

full text and PDF, for instance in question answering to populate

an expansion, in providing extractive attribution, and in visualizing

attributed paper evidence within the PDF. During the duration of

our studies, we had the privilege of institutional access to full text

PDFs for our studies. However, we note a significant portion of the

scientific literature remains inaccessible behind paywalls enacted

by academic publishers. While numerous legal and institutional

challenges remain, open access initiatives (e.g., the Open Access

movement
12
, arXiv, S2ORC [44])) have made notable strides in

changing the landscape of scholarly publishing to encourage more

accessible dissemination of scientific knowledge.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduce Qlarify, a novel reading interface for

scientific paper abstracts that supports scholars in recursively ex-

panding abstracts on-demand with clarifying information from the

full text of papers. To reduce the costs of expanding, Qlarify pro-

vides intelligent assistance leveraging LLMs to identify informative

entities within abstracts to expand, suggest intent-inferring ques-

tions that scholars can ask in a single click, and generate concise,

attributed responses. Through an interview study with scholars, we

found these interventions enabled scholars tomore rapidly and thor-

oughly address information-seeking curiosities during paper triage.

A subsequent deployment study revealed how scholars would use

expandable abstracts for paper triage in a real-world environment.

We believeQlarify and the abstract expansion paradigm contribute

a valuable step toward understanding howmixed-initiative systems

can effectively support the low-effort and just-in-time exploration

of scientific documents.
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A SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW

QUESTIONS

We used the following questions to elicit qualitative insights from

participants in the interview study. These questions were used to

initially guide the discussion, and probing questions were used to

further elaborate on responses.

(1) Summarize your overall impressions of this interactive ab-

stract interaction. What did you like or dislike?

(2) What other features or improvements would you want in a

future system with interactive abstracts?

(3) Did you prefer asking questions by highlighting text or by

clicking one of the underlined entities, and why?

(4) How do you feel about the choice of three static questions

provided in the question palette? Are there other questions

you would have wanted?

(5) Did you use either the attributed evidence paragraph or the

ability see the evidence in the context of the paper? If so,

how did you use it and was it useful?

(6) How did you feel about the quality of the generated re-

sponses?

(7) How did you feel about the quality of the suggested ques-

tion in the question palette?

(8) Do you think this interactive abstract would be useful in

your own research workflows, and if so, how?

B EXAMPLE OUTPUTS FOR QLARIFY’S

ABSTRACT EXPANSION PIPELINE

Figure 7 shows the augmented reading interface inQlarify for [34],

with expandable entities underlined and no expansions created.

Table 3 lists LLM-generated questions and expansions for each

detected expandable entity, and Table 2 lists example expansions

for the static questions.

C LLM PROMPTS

https://doi.org/10.1145/3544548.3581260
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Figure 7: Qlarify’s user interface with expandable entities underlined and no expansions created (abstract shown is from [34]).

Table 2: Examples of LLM-generated expansions for the three static questions in Qlarify (from [34]; abstract in Figure 7).

Question Entity Expansion

Define “mixed-initiative workflows” Mixed-initiative workflows refer to a design approach that combines both human

input and automated assistance in the process of conducting literature reviews and

synthesizing knowledge from scientific papers. It involves the integration of user input,

such as relevant seed threads, with computational algorithms and interaction features

to expand and structure the threads. This approach allows scholars to start with a

pre-generated structure and customize it according to their needs, facilitating efficient

sensemaking, broadening perspectives, and increasing curiosity.

Expand “broaden their perspectives” Participants in the study engaged with Synergi-generated threads of research to

"broaden their perspectives." This means that the threads provided them with a wider

range of information and insights, allowing them to consider different viewpoints and

explore various aspects of the literature. By broadening their perspectives, participants

were able to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the topic they were review-

ing.

Why “building research threads scat-

tered across multiple papers re-

mains a challenge”

Building research threads scattered across multiple papers remains a challenge because

it requires synthesizing information from multiple sources and organizing them in a

coherent manner. Prior approaches have supported largely manual bottom-up synthe-

sis workflows, which can be time-consuming and inefficient. Synergi addresses this

challenge by automatically retrieving important papers from a 2-hop neighborhood

on the citation graph and summarizing them in a hierarchical manner, allowing users

to quickly discover relevant threads and understand them through synthesis by other

scholars.
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Table 3: Examples of Qlarify’s LLM-generated expandable entities, suggested questions, and expansions. All examples are

actual system output for the paper Synergi: A Mixed-Initiative System for Scholarly Synthesis and Sensemaking [34] (abstract in

Figure 7).

Entity Question Expansion

“top-down synthesis (and LLMs)” What is meant by “top-down syn-

thesis” and “bottom-up synthesis”?

Top-down synthesis refers to the approach of using large language models

(LLMs) to generate summaries or syntheses of research papers. It is charac-

terized by limited personalization and iteration on the output. On the other

hand, bottom-up synthesis involves practices such as citation chasing and

footnote chasing to discover important papers related to a research problem.

It is more time-consuming but allows for a more comprehensive synthesis.

“mixed-initiative workflows” What is the definition of a “mixed-

initiative workflow”?

A mixed-initiative workflow is a type of workflow that combines both human

input and automated processes. It involves user input of relevant seed threads,

which are then expanded and structured using citation graphs and LLMs.

Scholars can start with a pre-generated structure and customize it as they

wish, allowing for personalization and iteration.

“relevant seed threads” What is meant by “relevant seed

threads”?

“Relevant seed threads” refers to the structured research threads that are

generated based on the selected clips and their associated citation contexts

and seed references. These threads are considered relevant because they align

with the user’s interests and provide valuable information about specific

research areas in the literature.

“citation graphs and LLMs” How does Synergi use citation

graphs and LLMs to expand and

structure research threads?

Synergi uses citation graphs to retrieve important papers from a 2-hop neigh-

borhood and summarize them in a hierarchical manner. It generates a 3-level

hierarchy of research threads by capturing the core commonalities among the

papers. It also utilizes LLMs like GPT4 to condense scholarly text and provide

synthesis.

“iterate and customize” What is the process for scholars to

iterate and customize the threads-

and-subthreads structure?

Scholars can review the system-generated threads, curate the ones that interest

them, and build upon them iteratively. They can easily curate useful threads,

references, and contexts into an editor using drag-and-drop. They can also

prioritize references by using the group-by-reference view. They can expand

and collapse the structured thread recommendations to access the relevant

citation contexts and source materials.

“In our evaluation” How was the evaluation of Synergi

conducted?

The evaluation of Synergi involved 12 participants and domain experts. They

compared Synergi to a baseline system, Threddy, and GPT4. The evaluation

measured the quality of the outlines, efficiency in constructing them, and

participants’ perception of Synergi-generated threads and experience. The

evaluation used experts’ judgment, survey responses, qualitative data from

interviews, and participants’ interaction logs.

“broaden their perspectives” How does Synergi help scholars

broaden their perspectives?

Synergi helps scholars broaden their perspectives by providing them with

system-generated threads of research that they can quickly scan to under-

stand how different sub-group structures map to the broader literature. This

understanding allows scholars to orient their attention towards specific areas

that align with their interests.

“future design implications” What are the future design impli-

cations for thread-based, mixed-

initiative scholarly synthesis sup-

port tools?

The future design implications for thread-based, mixed-initiative scholarly

synthesis support tools include incorporating LLMs as components in com-

putational pipelines, exploring the design space of interaction designs that

benefit users in discovering, prioritizing, extracting, organizing, and synthe-

sizing knowledge, and conducting additional ablation studies to understand

the contributions of each component in the pipeline.
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Table 4: Prompts used in Qlarify. { } refers to a placeholder.

Task Prompt

Expandable Entity

Extraction

You are a helpful research assistant that asks questions about abstracts of scientific papers.

List all questions that a curious reader might have after reading this abstract. These questions
must not be answerable given the abstract, but may be answerable given the full paper. These
questions could help clarify vague terms, define jargon, request for more detail, or ask for
justification. Each question should be short and not contain multiple sub-questions. Provide a
phrase (three words or less) verbatim from the abstract that motivates each question.

Title: {Title}
Abstract: {Abstract}

{Examples}

Questions:

Question

Generation

You are a helpful research assistant that predicts what question a reader might have.

A reader has highlighted a span of text in the abstract. What is the most likely question they
could ask about the span? The question must not be answerable given the abstract, but may be
answerable given the full paper. The question may help clarify vague terms, define jargon, request
for more detail, or ask for justification. The question should be short and not contain multiple
sub-questions. Try framing the question as: How? Why? What? Such as?

Abstract: {Abstract}
Target span: “{Entity}”, in the sentence “{Sentence}”
Question:

Question

Answering

You are a helpful research assistant that answers questions about scientific papers.

Answer the question based on the following excerpts from the full text of the paper. Incorporate
quotes verbatim from the excerpts when relevant. If the question cannot be answered from the
provided context, reply “No answer.” Your answer should be {Response Length}.

{Examples}

Context: {Context}
Question: {Question}
Answer:
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